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changes in -12

- Completed before IETF

- replaced 'element' with 'component', i.e.,
  - LFB components
  - Structure components

- No other changes because they were still is discussion

- Strongly arguing for minimal change
  - if something is shown to be broken by implementation
  - if something does not correspond to model requirements (maybe)
changes in -13

- Current working draft
  - http://psg.com/~avri/ietf/draft/draft-ietf-forces-protocol-13-0.txt
- fixed LFB schema = 2
- fixed figure 4 and explanatory text
- fixed figure 43 and explanatory text
CE sends Association Setup

CE sends Association Teardown

FE loses Association

Basic FE State Machine
(CE issues Teardown || Lost Association) &&
CE Failover policy = 0

(CE issues Teardown ||
Lost Association) &&
CE Failover policy = 1

CE issues Association setup

CFTI Timer expires

CE issues Association setup

changing figure 43 in -13